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Abstract  

Postmodernism is a reaction to, chiefly, early twentieth-century written works modernism. By sending in name 

for the different ideas of a quality common to a group of postmodernism on London fields and England, 

England it was made clear what that making a thing beautiful and intellectual depth lies in those books. Both 

books can be seen as postmodernist works and therefore make certain that the postmodernism really is an useful 

idea of a quality common to a group, even though it can sometimes cover some shocking and sudden material. 

however, postmodernism does not only be opposite to modernism, it is a special motion that does not only 

parodize without art. Even though copy done in humor, biting humor and statement which seems to say opposite 

things are one of the main features of postmodernism it is never used only for autotelic laughing at. By 

parodying postmodernism tests the boundaries that were put mainly by modernism and it works against 

authority the solid limits that were make over-great use of in art. 

London Fields does not operate with this theme. It rather focuses on the postmodernist relationship between an 

author and his or her characters and the relationship between reality and fiction. The paper presents the part of 

thing by which something is done in the earth of London fields especially through the character 3 of Keith 

power, be good at. This anti-hero thinks that whatever appears on television or in his specially supported news 

made in a form for getting general approval is without a doubt the complete material fact. This character 3 is 

also given to dirty-minded material about sex which is took as having a certain cause as a give account of errors 

of the simple, not hard ready way in of this pseudo-genre. There is a troubling picture-forming of children in the 

fiction story, more through details; it is the character 3 of marmaduke who is the most making full of fear one. 

The different ideas of a quality common to a group of postmodernism are then separately studied and are sent in 

name for first on England, England and then on London fields.Since the books offer different variations of 

postmodernism it seemed more natural to deal with them individually.  

The conclusion is that this poetics is a reaction to modernism since it came to existence after the modernist era. 

historiographicmetaficion deals with self-reflexive questioning, re-writing of history or historical facts. 

Postmodern novels often try to blur the boundaries between history and fiction and historiographicmetafiction. 


